Introducing WIPO’s Global Databases

The World Intellectual Property Organization is the global forum for intellectual property. We provide access to the world’s IP information. Through our website, you can search millions of patents, brands and designs and find out about IP laws all around the world.
Valuable IP data, at your fingertips, free of charge

WIPO’s Global Brand Database

www.wipo.int/branddb

Access comprehensive information about 25 million protected brands including:
• international trademarks registered under the Madrid System
• the national trademark collections of more than 25 countries and world regions
• appellations of origin protected under the Lisbon System
• flags and other state emblems protected under the Paris Convention.

Powerful search tools include:
• search by image
• 14 data fields
• fuzzy, wildcard and range searches
• automatic search term suggestion
• Boolean, proximity and range operators
• multilingual interface.

Analytical tools include:
• instant graphical analysis
• customizable results browsing
• interactive and dynamic feedback.

PATENTSCOPE

https://patentscope.wipo.int

Access more than 50 million patent documents including:
• international patent applications under the Patent Cooperation Treaty – PCT applications are available from the very first day of publication
• patent data from more than 40 different countries and regions.

Powerful search tools include:
• Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR) – lets you search across multiple languages by entering terms in a single language
• numerous data fields
• full-text search of description and claims fields
• Boolean, proximity and range operators
• multilingual interface
• machine translation of results.

Analytical tools include:
• graphical analysis
• customizable results browsing
• statistics on International Patent Classification.
WIPO’s Global Design Database

www.wipo.int/designdb

Access more than 12,500 legal documents which form the backbone of modern IP law including:
• national laws of WIPO Member States and other countries
• global, regional and bilateral IP treaties.

Powerful search tools include:
• numerous data fields
• full-text search from titles to individual terms
• search across multiple country profiles
• multilingual interface
• machine translation of results.

Analytical tools include:
• cross-linking of related legal documents for easy navigation.

WIPO Lex

www.wipo.int/wipolex

Access more than 1,500,000 industrial designs including:
• designs registered internationally under the Hague System
• national design registrations from the United States of America, Japan and other countries.

Powerful search tools include:
• 14 data fields
• fuzzy, wildcard and range searches
• automatic search term suggestion
• Boolean, proximity and range operators
• multilingual interface
• “Filter By” tool which makes it easy to narrow your search.

Analytical tools include:
• instant graphical analysis
• customizable results browsing
• interactive and dynamic feedback.